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Filled with striking, natural-world photographs and insightful quotations, National Geographic's latest
inspirational book takes on the most classic and universal of topics: gratitude. For anybody interested in
celebrating, reflecting on, and sharing the present of appreciation, this beautiful book will be a keepsake to
treasure every day of the year. Illuminating the diverse elements that produce life precious, this
publication invites readers to take pleasure from what's really important--from family and friends to
adventure and success to the easy comforts of home.
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A Book to End up being Cherished That is a beautifully illustrated National Geographic book which would
work for your own use, or to give as something special to someone special. I was disappointed that the last
reserve arrived with the cover torn and I don't want to give it to a friend this way. Reading through the
lovely quotations and terms of wisdom for every day of the entire year, together with the exquisite
picture taking on each page, makes it something to cherish. I recently bought this one to give to a
wonderful friend for her milestone birthday. I start the day each morning . Five Stars great reserve.she
sent me a "many thanks" and added that this book has taken her so much joy. That's 5 stars in and of
itself!! Nice ways to reflect. Finding a sane place I've the series and find them a way to stay sane in this
horrible period of Trump. Bought 2 of the, 1 for myself, another for my "Mother-in-law". Beautiful books
for your eye and heart. beautiful Every year, I trade away my Nat'l Geo books. One year, it's Daily Calm.
Another year, it's Daily Gratitude.! What a beautiful book.... What a beautiful publication. I start the day
every morning reading the daily message/quote and taking in the extraordinary images just National
Geographic photographers can capture! nothing at all what I was expecting and it had been not useful! .
Great Book, Great Pictures, Great Encouragement. Frequently I am struck by the picture and then the
quote will open my mind to a new perspective or something I under no circumstances considered. I take
advantage of it often and she cherished hers so very much she browse it cover to cover in about 14 days.
This is a lovely book. This is a lovely book..one which reminds of of the beautiful things for which we are
reminded to end up being grateful.I have bought a number of these books as gifts . I received this
publication from a close friend for my birthday. Have given these as gifts for birthdays, housewarmings, or
when someone requires a little lift!.. Like the simplicity of focusing on a message and transporting the
message during the day. It's a fairly book and certainly can become a table-top treasure! Table-Top
Treasure I bought this treasure for my good friend for Christmas. The photographs are actually lovely and
the quotes inspiring. Many thanks so much! Was nothing what I was expecting and it had been not useful!
Five Stars The book was just as described. I received it as told! My friend just loved it.! Five Stars Great
book with beautiful pictures!.
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